
 

Some doctors write mask exemptions for
students who don't need them
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Parents in Kansas City who don't want their children to wear masks in
school despite mandates are swapping names of local physicians and
nurse practitioners they claim will sign medical exemptions for families.
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Some local pediatricians report they're getting more requests for
exemptions lately and confirm that some doctors and nurses are "willing"
to write mask exemptions, sometimes without any medical reason.

Overland Park pediatrician Dr. Natasha Burgert called it "maddening."

"This is not surprising," said Burgert. "There will always be physicians
who unethically risk the safety of their patients and their community ...

"These clinicians and parents will be directly responsible for allowing
delta to spread in schools. And, this callous disregard for others is why
the pandemic will continue in KC."

In May, Johnson County pediatrician Christine White wrote on
Facebook that she had secured a mask exemption for one of her school-
age children from Dr. Doug Brooks in Olathe.

White is running for the Blue Valley school board on a platform that
calls for letting parents choose whether their children mask up.

Recently Blue Valley became the last major district in Johnson County
to mandate masks for all grade levels, like almost every other school
district in the Kansas City metro.

"I got my 16-year-old a mask exemption today," White wrote in a post
that was shared with The Star and appears to have been deleted. "I'll
hang on to it for the start of the 2021-2022 school year—in case we still
need it. I'm hopeful we won't need to put it to use.

"I want to thank Doug Brooks, MD and Curtis Beall, DNP for having the
bravery and decency to help children attend school this year (and next
year if needed) mask free. Masks should be optional for children come
fall of 2021. Both inside and out."
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A receptionist at the office of Brooks and Beall, a nurse practitioner,
said Wednesday she could not comment because this information is
private.

Johnson County Pediatrics, where White works, also declined to
comment. But it posted on Facebook this week that it will not give mask
exemptions unless they are medically necessary, a "very rare"
occurrence.

Three other local doctors and nurse practitioners who, parents on social
media claim, are willing to provide the exemptions did not return
repeated requests from The Star for comment.

But an employee who answered the phone at one Shawnee family care
group said she didn't know why the doctor's name was circulating on
social media because the doctor is "not providing medical exemptions
for children."

"We have actually, in our office, seen mask exemptions for our patients
who we know do not need mask exemptions," said Dr. Susan Ratliff with
Pediatric Partners in Johnson County.

"They're our patient, so we know their medical conditions. And they
come to us with a mask exemption from one of these places in town."

Ratliff said she has not seen an exemption signed by a pediatrician. Two
of the names circulating on Facebook are of local nurse practitioners.

"As physicians, we took an oath to do no harm. That is part of the
Hippocratic Oath," said Ratliff. "And when people are giving these mask
exemptions, in my opinion, they are completely going against the oath
that they took."
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At the same time, some local pediatric groups are telling patients they
will not write exemptions outside of what would be medically
necessary—and those exemptions are rare.

Masks are a hot-button topic for educators and parents as kids head back
to school. Parents who oppose them, such as in Blue Valley, are
continuing their protests.

As of Wednesday, almost every school district in the Kansas City area
said they would require masks for all students and staff for pre-
kindergarten through 12th grade.

Some exceptions: Raymore-Peculiar in Missouri and Turner in Kansas
merely recommend masks. Platte County and Kearney have yet to
announce their protocols. And, in Johnson County, Gardner-Edgerton
and Spring Hill require masks only through middle school, following the
county's mandate.

The American Academy of Pediatrics and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention recommend universal masking indoors for
grades K-12.

The CDC's guidelines are based on "new evidence" about the highly
contagious delta variant.

The pediatrics group recommends masks "because a significant portion
of the student population is not yet eligible for vaccines, and masking is
proven to reduce transmission of the virus and to protect those who are
not vaccinated." Children under 12 are not yet eligible for the COVID
vaccine.

Exemptions are rare
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Parents across the country are looking for workarounds to mandates, and
medical exemptions appear to be one way.

Some local parents already have them in hand. One parent took her child
to an Overland Park pediatrics office for a recent appointment with no
mask, but an exemption letter from another physician's office. It did not
go over well with the staff, a physician in the office told the Star.

In Bibb County, Alabama, parents angry about the school mask mandate
this week said they were going to fill out medical exemption forms that
were being passed among the protesters.

Guidance from the pediatrics academy and the CDC allows very few
medical reasons a child cannot wear a face mask.

The academy encourages its 67,000 members to tell parents that masks
can be worn safely by nearly all children 2 and older, "including the vast
majority of children with underlying health conditions, with rare
exception."

Doctors who are asked to approve a medical exemption are advised to
first consider: Can these children remove the mask by themselves?

"If a child is unable to put on and take off their mask by themself, then
they shouldn't be masked, which covers a lot of things like
developmental disabilities or severe physical disabilities," said Dr.
Angela Myers, division director of infectious diseases at Children's
Mercy.

"Another exemption would be a child with severe autism who just
cannot tolerate something on their face, which causes a lot of stress or
problems, because having a mask there is only good if you leave it there.
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"If you're constantly taking it off, putting it on, taking it off, or touching
it all the time then you've lost the ability of the mask to provide much
protection."

If a medical exemption is justified for those reasons, the pediatrics
academy says the child's medical providers might "consider advising the
parent/guardian to explore virtual learning opportunities with their
school district prior to or in lieu of providing a medical exemption."

What if a face mask would hinder a child who needs help
communicating? That does not justify a medical exemption, the
academy says. Instead, the medical provider should encourage the
parents and school to consider face masks with a clear plastic insert,
which have proven helpful for "many children" on the autism spectrum,
with intellectual disabilities or mental health disorders, the pediatrics
group says.

There are no other physiologic conditions—including cardiac and
pulmonary—"that would automatically warrant a medical exemption to
the use of a cloth face mask in school," the academy says.

Some parents who oppose masks say their children just don't like
wearing them.

"I have two thoughts on that. Number one, kids actually tolerate it quite
well. And adults can also tolerate it quite well. And it's all in your
attitude, it's all in your perspective," said Myers.

"We have health care providers, police, EMTs and paramedics who are
wearing masks all day every day when they're around the public. It's
something that we can all do, and it's actually not that hard.

"Even kids can get used to wearing masks in school all day. If you don't
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make a big deal about it, it's less likely the kid's going to make a big deal
about it."

But also, there are a lot of things kids don't want to do but adults have
them do for their health, Myers said.

"Sometimes my kids don't want to eat vegetables, but yet, they need to
eat some vegetables for dinner every night," she said. "Sometimes they
don't want to brush their teeth. But yet, we know that kids need to brush
their teeth every day, twice a day."

Why they don't want masks

Ratliff said some parental concerns about children wearing masks stem
from misinformation.

"We definitely have parents who ... don't have bad intentions," she said.
"They get misinformation that their child should not wear a mask so they
want an exemption for whatever reason—anxiety, or asthma, that's a
common one.

"People think that if their child has asthma they shouldn't wear a mask,
where that's actually not true. All of the asthma organizations will
recommend that to decrease their chance of getting COVID, (children)
should wear a mask if they have asthma."

She said educating parents wins over some. "But, we also have parents
who are against masks for whatever reason, and they ask for mask
exemptions that they're pretty adamant about," she said.

At the meeting Monday where the Blue Valley school board expanded
the mask mandate to all grades, school leaders said they had received
nearly 1,400 emails about COVID protocols for the new year. They
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called it a deeply emotional topic.

Parents who objected that night or on other occasions say they want the
freedom to make that decision for their families.

"We're just parents who love our children and want the best education
available for them free from medical mandates by an increasingly
totalitarian government," said Owen Frederick, father of two grade-
schoolers in the district, who also accused the district of teaching
"Marxist racism."

Brooke Loo, who identified herself as a physician's assistant for the past
14 years, called the district's mask mandate "absolutely ludicrous when
... children have 100% survivability rate." In fact, children have died
from COVID-19 since the pandemic began.

"The bottom line is you don't have a say in my child's medical decision,"
Loo said. "None of you do."

One Johnson County mother who sought information about how to get a
mask exemption on Facebook, and did not want to be identified fearing
backlash, said parents and doctors are afraid to talk.

"I am sure you will not hear from a single doctor that is trying to help us
parents, or any other parents in my situation," she said.

"Once they talk, they get threatened or silenced, so they want to continue
to be able to help."

But one mother, whose children are patients of Brooks, contacted The
Star to defend him.

"Whether or not he is giving out exemptions for masks, he has helped
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my family so much as a doctor, I trust him 100%," said Stephanie Relly
of Grandview, whose family has been treated by Brooks for about a
decade.

Relly home-schools her children, so they are not affected by school
mask mandates. She, nonetheless, thinks children should not be forced to
wear masks whether their reasons fit within the guidelines or not.

"I'm 100% for mask exemptions," she said, "if children are struggling to
breathe." She also thinks there are reasons that may not be covered by
current medical guidelines.

Pediatricians double down on masks

Medical professionals who will sign or dole out exemptions are
themselves the exception.

"Honestly, it's just sad," said Ratliff, who has three children in Blue
Valley schools. "The mask recommendations are there for the well-being
of all the kids and all the teachers. And ultimately to keep the kids in
school.

"A 14-day quarantine just based on the fact that they were exposed to
COVID—that is enough in my opinion to keep kids masked. You have
an entire class out because of an exposure—how are kids going to learn?
They don't have the choice of virtual learning this year."

Most pediatric groups in Kansas City urge parents to keep their children
safe with masks.

Even some mask exemption forms themselves appear to discourage the
exemption itself.
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The form used by the Lawrence school district, where everyone 2 and
older must wear masks when indoors on school district property, has a
message to health care providers.

"Lawrence Public Schools asks that primary care providers, and medical
professionals in Kansas, work to support and promote masking for adults
and children," it says. "Furthermore, please advise youth and their
parents on how to increase comfort while wearing masks."

This week, Johnson County Pediatrics, where White works, posted a
notice on Facebook that said the doctors in the office, "without
exception," agree with masking guidelines from the pediatrics academy
and CDC, and the need for those 12 and older to get vaccinated for
COVID-19.

"Johnson County Pediatrics will not offer mask exemptions unless
physical, developmental or behavioral conditions make wearing a mask
unsafe," the group posted on Monday.

The doctors noted that medical exemptions are "very rare" and that in
most cases, if a child can't wear a mask safely for medical reasons, "that
child should not attend school in person."

Some of those rare exemptions, they wrote, include developmental
delays, severe autism and limited physical mobility.

"We are doing all we can to promote vaccines and masks," said Dr.
Kristen Stuppy at Pediatric Partners in Overland Park, who posts
frequently about both on social media.

The Pediatric Partners website acknowledges the "public discord" over
masks, but supports their use.
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"If you worry based on some theories floating around that the masks are
in some way dangerous, simply stop to think about how long they have
been safely used by many people, including physicians, carpenters, and 
children with immune deficiencies for years," the website says.

"Masks are not dangerous if they are worn correctly, which includes
keeping them over the nose and mouth with a proper fit that limits the
need for readjustments. They should be replaced or cleaned if they are
soiled and at least daily."
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